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Topics – Constructability review SR 529/Union Slough & NB Steamboat Slough
Bridge – Scour & Bridge Rehab; Constructability review US 2 Skokomish River
Bridge, SS 2-09.3(3)B Excavation; Dewatering foundations/use of foundation
seals; SS 6-02.3(17)F5 Girder Stress Checks for Bridge Girders during
Diaphragm and Bridge Deck Placement; SS 6-09.3(14) Modified Concrete
Overlay bond; SS 6-02.3(28) Precast Panels – On Site Casting of Panels; SS 209.3(1)E Backfill timing on retaining walls; Concrete Repair Procedures.
1. Welcome/Review of Agenda/Past Meeting Minutes
Introductions were made. Brian reviewed the agenda with the Team – no new items
were added. Brian asked for any comments on the November meeting minutes. No
additional comments were provided.
Action Item: Brian will post the meeting minutes meeting minutes to the web.
2. Constructability Project Review – SR 529/Union Slough & NB Steamboat
Slough Bridges – Scour and Bridge Rehab
Shane Oden provided an overview of the scope of the project. The scope of the
project is to provide repair to deteriorated columns, bolster crossbeams and provide
scour repair by armoring all piers and filling voids under in-water pier caps at SR 529
Union Slough Bridges 529/15E&W and provide scour repair by armoring the piers
and filling voids under pier caps at SR 529 Steamboat Slough Bridge 529/20E. The
goal of this project is to clearly specify a solution without adding excessive
constraints regarding access, allowing for innovative solutions.
The Union Slough bridges are in an estuary/slough environment and there is not a lot
of water depth. The depth varies between approx. 6 ft. to 10 ft. The vertical clearance
above the water level is also limited. The clearance varies from 3 ft. to 10 ft. (unclear
to whether vertical clearance is to superstructure or crossbeam). At the Steamboat
Slough bridge, the water depth is approximately 30 ft.
Traffic control is anticipated to require maintenance of one lane and emergency
access to nearby hospital. No heavy equipment will be allowed at the shoreline. Kelly
identified that a crane with outriggers on the bridge will need more than one lane
closed. A full bridge closure with redirection of traffic to the other bridge would be
the preferred option, but a barge is still necessary.
Timber piles are expose to marine bores at in-water piers and are required to be
sealed. The solution is to fill the void space below the pile cap with a ph neutral
material. Several solutions were discussed to seal; CDF (not ph neutral), sand slurry
and placing geotextile around pile cap to contain the ph leak.
Scour repair and protection is required on all piers, in and out of water. Repair
solutions will be different between in water and out of water. Due to working below
the bridge with limited vertical clearance at Union Slough and deep waters at
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Steamboat Slough, placing traditional rip rap from the existing bridges has
complications. Articulate concrete block mattress was proposed at the shoreline.
These are small enough to not need large crane.
The constructability of using articulated blocks for in-water piers was discussed.
These mats are approx. a couple of tons each, are flexible for bank protection and
won’t displace with current. The placement and connection will require a diver.
An alternative to placing articulated block mattress was discussed. Fabric lined
concrete protection was proposed by Shane. The linings are staked and unrolled with
diver and filled with concrete from a pump line. The liner seemed to be a more
attractive option by contractors.
For column retrofits, the existing square column will be jacketed with round steel
shell. Conventional jacket construction would require extensive coffer dams. The
discussion continued with the installation of two short halves welded together above
water, lowered and another two short halves spliced and lowered. The water would be
pumped out and the void grouted. It was approximated that this method would take
one week per column (92 column jackets were counted).
The question was raised that once the jacket was installed how are columns cleaned?
Concerns were raised that a vactor truck would be insufficient to clean columns. The
appropriate construction method would include: clean by hand, place seal at bottom
of column, place jacket, flush void and pump grout.
The contractors expressed that the time concerns for access on the bridge not be
underestimated. All items of work are slow and working with the tide will add time.
The welding for the columns will double the time needed for installation of the
jackets. The time for remobilizing a barge for the tide can be time consuming. Lining
up the coordination between the tide and the traffic may be difficult. A
barge/flexifloat will have to stay and not move between tides. Discussion continued
regarding the depth of water necessary for pushing a barge with a tug.
Action Item: N/A
3. Project Review: US 2 Skykomish River Bridge
Mohammad Hasan provided an overview of the scope of the project. The scope of
the project is to provide scour repair by armoring Pier 3 and filling voids under the inwater pier cap at US 2 Skykomish Bridge 2/119.
At Pier 3 the pier cap is undermined and approx. 16 timber piles are exposed, ranging
from a few inches to 16 ft., due to a scour hole at the face of the pier. The Skykomish
River has high flows all season and diverting flow away from Pier 3 will have an
impact to Pier 2 and may cause undesirable undermining.
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The proposed solution is to excavate below the existing scour hole (approx. 8 ft.
below cap) to place a granular material and riprap (5-6 man rock). As discussed in the
previous project review, the void below the pier cap is necessary to protect piles from
impact and debris being lodged between the piles. Manufacturers were consulted to
see if anticipated materials were ph neutral, and none were. It will be proposed to
enclose the piles and fill with grout.
There was discussion to add a cofferdam at Pier 3 for a limited duration. It was
proposed to armor Pier 2 prior to the cofferdam installation. The response to this
proposal was that the placement of the cofferdam could expose the Pier 2 pile cap and
the slopes at Pier 2 are steep and there is not a lot of level area for the diverted river.
There was also discussion to add a cofferdam or reconfigure the thalweg between
Piers 2 and 3. Hydraulic has already rejected realigning the river.
It was suggested to increase the mixing zone from 300 ft. to 600 ft. The riverbed
shouldn’t have much fines and should be pretty boney.
Site access is provided by temporary access road from US 2 to river bank to build
temporary rock pads on west side of Pier 3. There was a question posed if an
excavator could reach the limits of the required excavation, and if long reach
excavators would be adequate.
The contractors asked if an excavator could be placed in the river, and would that be
stated in the contract. Mohammad replied with an affirmative, provided the use of
vegetable oil.

4. (4a) SS 2-09.3(3)B Excavation
The goal of this topic is to provide criteria to eliminate the need for engineered
drawings for some excavations over 4’ in depth.
Mark Frye is moving to the Olympic Region to be the Assistant Materials Engineer
and will no longer be working this goal.
Action Item: Brian will contact Jim Cuthbertson to assign other WSDOT staff.
(4b) SS 2-09.3(3)B Dewatering foundations/use of foundation seals
This topic is to draft changes to foundation dewatering requirements.
Proposed changes are close to being available for review.
Action Item: Kelly to provide Patrick a flow rate for proposed specification language
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(4c) SS 6-02.3(17)F5 Girder Stress Checks for Bridge Girders during Diaphragm
and Bridge Deck Placement
Jed is working on this issue and it will be left on the agenda for next time. As a
reminder – this topic proposed adding some clarifying language to the standard
specifications to address girder stresses during erection and bridge deck placement.
Jed is evaluating if WSDOT could add additional information on the plans for girders
to define limitations to control girder stresses during erection and bridge deck
placement. This would negate the Contractor from having to hire a structural engineer
and perform and independent analysis during the Contract unless the Contractor
desired to exceed predefined limitations.
Action Item: Jed will discuss further with the Bridge Office and perhaps there is
opportunity to list assumptions and provide loading on the plan sheets. This item will
be discussed again at the next meeting.

(4d) 6-09.3(14) Modified Concrete Overlay bond - reassignment of repair
expense to Contractor
Currently there is a General Special Provision in use on recent projects (609.3(14).OPT2.GB6) that states the Contractor is responsible for the cost of removal
and replacement of modified concrete overlay that has not bonded to the existing
bridge deck instead of the Contracting Agency. The Bridge Office has proposed
elevating this GSP to the Standard Specifications.
Brian supplied proposed language to provide a limit to the area failing the bond test
as a compromise. The first 250 sq. ft. would be the contractor’s responsibility to
repair. The cost of repair of any additional failing area would be borne by the
contracting agency.
Concerns were raised that if the contractor is not permitted to clean out and remove
all unsound concrete for further deck repair, then the contractor could not control the
conditions of the bond and should not be responsible for repair of subsequent bond
failure.
Action Item: N/A
5. SS 6-02.3(28) Precast Concrete Panels – On site casting of panels
The current Standard Specification language of Section 6-02.3(28) requires precast
concrete panels to be produced at a manufacturing plant certified by the
Precast/Prestressed Concrete Institute Plant Certification Program.
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Bob Hilmes proposed making changes to allow on-site casting of precast items such
as panels, fascia panels, wingwalls, cap and columns. There have been projects in the
past where these types of items have been successfully precast on-site.
On-site casting can provide a quality cast item that is just as good as members
produced in a pre-certified manufacturing plant, when full time agency inspection
personnel are utilized.
Action Item: N/A
6. SS 2-09.3(1)E Backfill Timing on Retaining Walls
In Section 2-09.3(1)E, concrete abutment walls are required to attain 90 percent of
design concrete strength and have a minimum age 14 days prior to the beginning of
backfilling. Concrete reinforced retaining walls up to 15 ft. are also required to attain
90 percent of design concrete strength, but only require 3 days of wet cure prior to
beginning of backfilling.
Bob Hilmes proposed making changes to treat concrete abutment walls similar to
concrete reinforced retaining walls, and reduce the duration prior to backfilling.
Backfilling behind abutment walls can be on the critical path for bridge construction
and may be necessary for erection. If appropriate, reducing the duration prior to
backfilling may beneficially impact the construction schedule.
Jed pointed out that frequently, there are additional requirements for the sequence of
construction that could impact the timing of backfilling. For spread footing
foundations, the height of backfilling may be limited to a portion of the total height of
the abutment wall prior to girder erection.
Action Item: N/A
7. Concrete Repair Procedures
Brian provided the current version/final draft of changes for pre-approved concrete
repair procedures. This language provides for pre-approved concrete repairs that do
not effect structural adequacy as defined by the engineer. Limitations are specified for
when and where the described repair procedure is acceptable and requires a Type 1
submittal. The overall intent of these changes is to reduce the need for change orders
for structural repairs and to define repair submittal requirements.
Brian requested that feedback and comments be provided to him within a week to
move forward with these changes.
The meeting adjourned at 12:00 pm.
Next meeting dates: March 9th, (Coffee: Scott), May 4th (Coffee: Charlie)
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Topics – Constructability review US 101 Chehalis River Bridge Scour
constructability review. SS 2-09.3(3)B Excavation; Dewatering foundations/use
of foundation seals; SS 6.02.3(17)F5 Girder Stress Checks for Bridge Girders
during Diaphragm and Bridge Deck Placement; 6-02.3(28) Precast Concrete
Panels – on site casting of panels.
1. Welcome/Review of Agenda/Past Meeting Minutes
Brian reviewed the agenda with the Team – no new items were added. Brian asked
for any comments on the January meeting minutes. Bob provided several edits –
corrections will be made and the minutes will be posted to the web.
Action Item: Brian will post the meeting minutes to the web.
2. Constructability Review – US 101 Chehalis River Bridge Scour Repair
Dick Stoddard, Arthur Chu and Scott Sargent from the WSDOT Bridge Office
provided an overview of the scope of the project. The Chehalis River Bridge in
Aberdeen has extensive scour beneath one of its piers. This has resulted in timber
piles being exposed to pile worms. The scour area appears to be confined to a single
quadrant of the pier. The water is very turbid with virtually zero visibility. Permitting
agencies are requesting full containment when filling the void so as not to allow any
high pH water from mixing with the Chehalis River. The top of the footing is about
20’ below the water surface and tidal fluctuation is about 9’. Pumping of high pH
water will be required – but dewatering is not anticipated at this time.
Dick provided some conceptual plans and asked if the team noticed any fatal flaws.
As mentioned - the resource agencies expect full containment of the repair area,
which will result in significant hydrostatic pressures due to water depth and tidal
changes.
Sheet piling installation was discussed. Obstructions like rip rap are not expected,
however there could be woody debris. Access could be a challenge for installing sheet
piles. If fish windows restrict work to winter – high tides and bad weather would need
consideration. There would most likely be fish windows but it is anticipated they
would allow work in the summer months. Making sheets piles water tight against the
pier could be difficult as the pier is constructed to a batter.
There was some open discussion on the amount of high pH water that would be
generated and how it might be controlled. Turbidity curtains have been used in
similar situations but there is a risk they would not be successful in this application
(due to river currents and tidal changes).
Pete raised the question if a fish exclusion could be installed. Dick does not believe
the resource agencies would entertain the idea based on his past discussions with
them. Using pumps to pull high pH water away from the river was discussed. It was
thought that this could work. Dick believes this option would be only considered if
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we could convince the resource agencies that total containment is not possible. Dick
will discuss with the permitting agencies.
There was some open discussion on how concrete would be placed under the existing
footing to encapsulate the timber piling. It was discussed that pumping through a
tremie straight down and then horizontal – starting as far beneath the seal as possible
and working out to the face would most likely work. It is recognized that there may
still be some small voids left – however, the idea is that the bore worm problem
would be eliminated. Different methods of pumping were discussed. It was
recommended that minimizing the room between the sheet piling and the footing
should be considered. Coring from the top thru the footing was discussed but it was
thought not practical.
Multiple ports through the sheet piles will most likely be needed to insure successful
filing of the void.
Action Item: N/A
3. Action Items:
a.) Standard Specification 2-09.3(3)B Excavation
Jim Cuthbertson could not attend today’s meeting. He is taking over for Mark
Frye on this action item.
The goal of this topic is to provide criteria to eliminate the need for engineered
drawings for some excavations over 4’ in depth.
Action Item: Brian to keep this on the agenda for the next meeting.
b.) Dewatering foundations/use of foundation seals
As a reminder - this topic is specific to section 6-02.3(6) Placing Concrete:
When a foundation excavation contains water, the Contractor shall pump it dry
before placing concrete. If this is impossible, an underwater concrete seal shall
be placed that complies with Section 6-02.3(6)B.
Kelly asked what constitutes an “impossible” dewatering situation. With large
enough pumps, anything could be possible. Instead, this should be based on what
is practical or reasonable. Situations with large amounts of groundwater should
have been designed with a dewatering system or seal in the first place.
Kelly stated that he and Patrick have agreed on language that suggests a seal shall
be placed if the Contractor cannot dewater the area with a typical trash pump
(such as a 3’ pump). The team agreed this should work.
Action Item: Kelly/Patrick will work on draft spec change to share with the team
next meeting.
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c.) Girder Stress Checks for Bridge Girders during Diaphragm and Bridge Deck
Placement 6-02.3(17)F5
As a reminder – this topic proposed adding some clarifying language to the plans
or standard specifications to have designers evaluate girder stresses during all
stages of construction.
A possible solution to this issue would be to make designers responsible for design
of all internal girder stresses and lateral stability (buckling) at all construction
stages, and to make the Contractor responsible for global stability of the girders.
This way, the Contractors engineer need not recreate all the internal stress checks
that were performed by the original designers. In order to do this, the designers
would need to make assumptions of construction loadings and then communicate
these design assumptions in the Contract documents, either in the plans or
specifications. The Contractors engineer would then only be required to check
internal girder stresses and lateral stability when they deviate from the design
assumptions.
Brian suggested we might simply review and supplement the list of design loads in
Standard Specification 6-02.3(17)A or 6-02.3(25)L2 to include typical loadings
that could be checked by WSDOT designers. The typical loadings would include
deck formwork & overhang brackets, bidwell loading, construction live load, deck
placement dead load, etc. This could be added to PG Super.
There was some open discussion on the challenges and the issues associated with
this topic. There can be numerous variables that make it extremely difficult to
evaluate girder stability. PG super can be used to evaluate stresses but it has
limitations too.
Brian mentioned this may also require a re-evaluation of the intermediate
diaphragm connection to external girders.
Charlie felt strongly that if a girder is stable enough to be shipped, it is most likely
capable of withstanding temporary stresses associated with setting. Concern was
raised about wind loading on a single girder that is not yet braced against adjacent
girders. The team felt that girders would not be erected during high winds.
Jed asked if we are simply talking about single I-beam girders or are we still
discussing torsion induced in tub girders by overhang brackets. The team
recommended including these internal stress checks for tubs.
Concern was raised by the team that standard specification 6-02.3(25)L1 requires
Contractors to check girder lateral stability and stresses when Contract documents
do not provide the shipping and handling details. WSDOT will always provide this
information, however some local agencies using WSDOT standard specifications
may not. There was some open discussion about changing the standard
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specification to insure that the information is included in all contracts. Local
agencies could modify WSDOT standard specifications if they wish to deviate
from this. However, there is a risk that local agencies may still not do the girder
stress analysis and provide the shipping and handling details, creating confusion
and necessitating a change order. Brian will consider revising the specification to
state the stability assumptions shall be provided.
Action Item: Brian, Jed and Rick will discuss further with the Bridge Office and
propose specification changes. This item will be discussed again at the next
meeting.
d.) 6-02.3(28) Precast Concrete Panels – On site casting of panels
The current Standard Specification language of Section 6-02.3(28) requires precast
concrete panels to be produced at a manufacturing plant certified by the
Precast/Prestressed Concrete Institute Plant Certification Program. Bob Hilmes
proposed making changes to allow on-site casting of precast items such as panels,
fascia panels, wing walls, cap and columns. There have been projects in the past
where these types of items have been successfully precast on-site.
On-site casting can provide a quality cast item that is as good as elements produced in
a pre-certified manufacturing plant, when full time agency inspection personnel is
utilized.
Brian asked the team what was the action item for this issue. Bob H suggested that
the standard specification be revised to allow on site prefabrication without all the
prefabrication requirements. Preapproval status would need to be addressed.
Action Item: Bob will draft revised spec language and bring back to the next meeting.
4. Respirable Crystalline Silica – WAC – 296-840
There are requirements in our specifications that may go against new L & I
regulations with regard to respirable silica. For example – we require dry sweeping
and compressed air to remove dust and laitance. WSDOT will be evaluating our
Standard specifications and special provisions to identify areas where we have been
prescriptive and make changes to be compliant. This will be a big effort and will
require some time to accomplish.
Brian mentioned that Jon Deffenbacher would be heading up a team to review the
impacts of new regulations on our current practices. Charlie mentioned that an
individual from Atkinson is familiar with the new regulations and may be available to
help.
Action Item: Brian will provide update at our next meeting.
5. Concrete Repair Spec – need for abrasive/water blasting
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Ryan Olson asked that the team comment on a requirement in the proposed Preapproved Repair Procedure for Concrete Spalls and Poor Consolidation that is not
typically done by Contractors when repairing concrete spalls. The requirement is that
after spall preparation by chipping hammer, to “clean the concrete surfaces (including
perimeter edges) and reinforcing steel using oil-free abrasive blasting or highpressure water blasting.” Brian mentioned that the purpose of this requirement is to
remove any cracked or microbruised concrete caused by the chipping hammer in
order to provide an increased bond between the repair material and the substrate.
Comments from the team were that if high-pressure water blasting were limited to
typical pressure washer pressures of 3-4 ksi then it would not be a concern.
Action Item: Brian will check if this pressure is adequate. Brian will modify the
requirement to include the required water pressure.
6. Additional items
Marco updated the team on shotcrete research. WSU is moving forward with
shotcrete testing and Marco requested that team members please let us know if they
are performing any shotcrete work this summer so that WSU can conduct additional
testing. Scott mentioned his company would be using shotcrete on SR518 in Burien.
Brian noted that he will be removing spec language in Standard Specification 602.3(10)D4 requiring bridge deck concrete temperature monitoring. This is already a
requirement for cold weather protection and temperature monitoring outside of that is
not warranted.

The meeting adjourned at 11:45 am.
Next meeting is May 4 (Coffee: Charlie)
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Marco Foster prepared meeting minutes.
Topics – Construction Program Business Plan; Constructability review Purdy
Bridge Rehabilitation; Constructability review Elwha River Bridge;
Constructability review US 97 Boundary Bridge; SS 2-09.3(3)B Excavation;
Dewatering foundations/use of foundation seals; SS 6.02.3(17)F5 Girder Stress
Checks for Bridge Girders during Diaphragm and Bridge Deck Placement; 609.3(14) Modified Concrete Overlay bond reassignment of repair expense to
Contractor.
1. Welcome/Review of Agenda/Past Meeting Minutes
Brian reviewed the agenda with the Team – there is a very full agenda so no new
items were added. Brian asked for any comments on the March meeting minutes. Bob
Hilmes was not in attendance so no edits or corrections were provided. The minutes
will be posted to the web. There are several guest at the meeting so introductions
were made. No comments were provided.
Action Item: Brian will post the meeting minutes meeting minutes to the web.
2. Construction Program Business Plan
Chris Christopher (Director of WSDOT Construction Division) attended this morning
to discuss the WSDOT business plan with the Team and solicit feedback from the
group. Chris went through a brief power point presentation to demonstrate the large
number of projects forecast to be constructed in the greater Puget Sound area.
Adding all the work up – between WSDOT, Sound Transit, Port of Seattle, City of
Seattle, and others – there is approximately 33.3 Billion worth of work over the next
5 years. Chris feels that WSDOT will be competing with other owners to get good
prices from our Contractors.
Craft labor is going to be a challenge. Chris reviewed the “Mt. Rainer” chart to
demonstrate program spending over the next several biennium’s. WSDOT staffing
levels will not fluctuate in the future – we will be managing a balanced workforce,
using Design-Build (DB) methodology, and supplementing our staff with consultants.
Regions across WSDOT that have not historically used DB are using DB now.
Chris then reviewed the Construction Program Business Plan. WSDOT wants to be
the owner of choice and embrace a culture of Partnering. Chris then asked the
Contractors to provide feedback on what they have read in the plan or based on the
discussion.
Kelly mentioned in Idaho they went to using more consultants for inspection and it
has hurt ITD ability to retain their in house inspection staff. The Consulting firms end
up hiring good ITD inspectors after ITD has spent time training them. He also stated
that the quality of the plans have a big influence on how the project progresses.
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Piper mentioned that the Partnering training for lower levels of staff (tech 3, E2,)
would be helpful.
Charlie mentioned that contractors are also having trouble attracting and retaining
staff. Less experienced people on the projects require having more people to make up
for lack of experience. Less experience Contractor staff working with less experience
owner staff further complicates issues.
Bill stated WSDOT having full time staff is much better than the Sound Transit
model. The Consultants working for Sound Transit are not as motivated to develop a
relationship with the Contractor, as would owners staff/representative would be.
Contractor panel at this year’s Statewide PE meeting was discussed. Kelly mentioned
that it has been difficult for many Contractors to get their foot in the door on DB
contracts. Chris agreed with the comment and stated WSDOT is looking at ways to
make smaller DB contractors less onerous through the procurement phase. Higher
stipends were suggested.
Jeff mentioned that new Consulting firms are coming into the state and there is going
to be a significant learning curve for these new firms. Kelly does feel WSDOT is an
owner of choice because they know they will be treated fairly during the project.
Piper suggested improving how the PE can respond to bidder questions would be
helpful. Chris said this topic is being discussed. There was some open discussion
with regards. Suggestions were made to have design PE help respond to bidder
questions and to not be afraid to used addendums.
Increasing working days would help reduce risk/cost. With so much work in the
urban area it has stretched sub-contractor availability. You cannot always get a sub on
the day shown in the schedule, WSDOT PE’s need to consider this when establishing
contract time. This point was also included in the 12 points of light document
developed to identify ways to reduce project costs.
Bijan suggested relaxing tight closure windows to improve final product quality.
3. Constructability Review – Purdy Bridge Rehab
Lou Tran from the WSDOT bridge office and Michele Britton (Design PE) provided
an overview of the scope of the project. The Purdy Bridge is considered historical so
we cannot change the bridge appearance - the design of the project was done with this
in mind. The main scope of the project is to retrofit existing piers 2 and 3 columns
over the main channel. In summer time – the tide swings approximately 17 feet.
Scope of work to include:
1. Construct the cofferdam or containment system (concrete seal may be required)
2. Remove the marine growths and clean the surface of the existing columns
3. Drill dowel holes into the existing footings
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4. Core drill hole and fill the inside columns with low-density cell concrete (about
half of the height).
5. Place the rebar along the outside of the columns
6. Install the FRP casing for the lower portion of the columns
7. Seal the bottom of FRP casings and grout the inside the FRP casings
8. Install the FRP wrap for the upper portion of the columns
Lou reviewed the as-built plans and discussed possible access for conducting the
work. Questions to the team included:
1. What are the size, type, and draft of the barge(s)? (Barge grounding is not
permitted). Alternatively, working from boats? The Contractors suggested the
team pursue approval to ground barges.
2. What is crane size to be used on top of the barge? Large crane would be needed
to drive sheet piles,
3. Is there any vertical clearance issue to do the work from the barge? This is a
concern for driving piles.
4. Can barge contain process water? There was concerns that the running tide would
hinder performance of the turbidity curtain. A barge could support baker tanks.
5. What type of cofferdam system most likely to be used? Super sacks were
discussed. Fabric may not stay in place during tidal action.
6. Will the cofferdam system be on the existing footings or at the outside of the
footings? To dewater the cofferdam the sheets would need to be driven a little
deeper.
7. The cofferdam is self-supported or braced against the existing columns? Possibly
8. What is method of removal the barnacles and marine growth? Pressure wash with
salt water would most likely work.
9. How close to the column surface that the dowel holes can be drilled? 6” +/10. Can the low cellular concrete to be pumped from the barge with portable mixer or
has to be from the concrete truck from the roadway above? Most likely from
above.
11. If the low cellular concrete is pumped from the roadway, what will be the access pump line?
12. Is any advantage to install the FRP casing in 2 or 4 sections? Smaller equipment
– leave option open for Contractor.
13. What will be the sequences and duration of work below?
 Installing the cofferdam, and seal the cofferdam/ per column
 Cleaning the marine growth, per column
 Drill dowel holes in the footing, per column
 Pouring the low cellular concrete into inside the column, per column
 Placing the rebar on outside of the column faces, per column
 Placing the FRP casing with grout for the lower column portion, per column
 Placing the FRP sheeting for the top column portion, per column
 Remove the cofferdam per column
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The Contractors suggested leaving design of the containment system to the Contractor.
Simply include the performance requirements for the system. There was some open
discussion. Permits would need to be expanded to vibe in sheet pile and possibly trestle
pile. Also allow the grounding of a barge to drive sheets if trestle not allowed. You would
need baker tanks to contain high pH water. Possibly you could treat high pH before the
tide comes in. There may not be enough room to drive sheets beneath the bridge. FRP
forms with flat sides will likely need external support to resist grout pressure.

Action Item: N/A
4. Constructability Review – Elwha River substructure
The Elwha bridge replacement project has some challenging constructability issues.
The University of Washington and the WSDOT Bridge Office have been considering
some innovative ideas to deal with the unique challenges of the project. One idea
being considered is the use of self-centering prestressed columns. Bijan from the
Bridge office provided a quick overview of this innovative solution. Constraints of
the project include;
 Site Condition:
River crossing, shallow water, access to piers
 Bridge Length:
502.35 ft
 Bridge Width:
40 ft (Curb-to-curb)
 Number of Spans:
3 spans - 180 ft – 180 ft – 142.35 ft (unbalanced
spans due to Hydraulic opening for the Indian Creek)
 Superstructure:
WF83G Precast Girders (weight = 198)
 Piers:
Two piers – 2-5-0” or 5’-6”diameter columns
 Column Exposed Length: 24 ft
 Crossbeam:
Cast-in-place (weight = 300 kips+)
 Foundation:
10 ft diameter Shafts at intermediate Piers
5 ft diameter Shafts at end Piers
The proposed prestressed columns have significant better response in a seismic event.
Specific questions asked of the team included;
1.

2.

Column Shape:
Circular + Orthogonal at both ends
• Prestressing:
Pretensioned: Bonded at both ends.
Unbonded within
column length
• Post-tensioned:
Live and dead end strand post-tensioning.
Unbonded
Duct & Grease) within column length
Pretensioned Option:
 Column shipping length:
38 (24+8+6) ft
 Shipping and erection weight:
NWC =120 to 144 kips
 Shipping and erection weight:
LWC = 90 to 108 kips
 Column Connections: Pocket/socket connection into shaft and
crossbeam)
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3.

Post-tensioned Option:
 Cast horizontally, then erect (same as pretensioned option)
 Cast in place vertically. Similar to conventional column construction
(challenges: PT duct placement, bonded ends, greased middle segment)

4.

Contract Plans:
1. Provide both Pretension and post-tensioned options?
2. Provide one of the options (preferably, the Cast in place vertically
option)?
Bijan offered up several alternatives to constructing the columns and requested
feedback from the Contractors.
There was some open discussion - most felt they would prefer to construct the
column on site vertically using cast-in-place methods. This lead to some open
discussion on how the post tensioning would be accomplished. Concern was
raised about incorporating “dead end” anchorages (if there is an issue during
stressing, there is no access to the lower anchorage). Alternatives to constructing
were discussed.
Bringing in large cranes to set heavy precast columns was not preferred.
End plate “tuna can” vs rubber pad bearing was then discussed. There was no
preference from the Contractors.
The Contractors reiterated that more fully designed options are better. Access to
setting girders was then discussed. Can the new bridge be constructed closer to
the existing bridge so that the existing bridge could be used for access? Most
likely not. May need to move work access pads closer to the existing bridge.
The bridge design will include 2 options for the prestressed columns.
The project has a February 2019 Ad date.

Action Item: N/A
5. Constructability Review – US 97 Boundary Bridge
Piper Petit from the North Central Region provided an overview of the US 97 Bridge
project. The scope of the project includes removing an existing pipe arch culvert that
is a fish barrier and replacing it with a simple span bridge. The foundation will be
drilled shafts. Constraints include maintaining 2-lanes of traffic 24/7 and minimizing
the footprint to avoid in water work outside the fish window (July 15 – Sept 30).
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Piper used a short power point presentation to highlight access/challenges to building
the new bridge. Questions asked the team;
-

-

-

Do you have concerns about space for equipment? No concerns – the shaft
foundations will be 5’ diameter 50’ long into rock socket.
Do you have any concerns with proposed shoring or geosynthetic walls?
There was some open discussion on how to install shoring. If the new bridge
was lengthened slightly and raised – you would not need as much shoring.
How would you reinforce over the existing culvert to support temporary
walls? Constructing the pillow walls on an extended weekend closure would
allow both sides of the pillow wall to be built eliminating the need for
shoring.
Any concerns with the use of UHPC closure pour. Charlie suggests WSDOT
should develop a mix design for the Contractor to use. The spec as written is
currently a performance spec. There was some open discussion on the cost
associated with UHPC and how it would be mixed on site. There was some
discussion about requiring a proprietary item.

Action Item: N/A
6. Action Items:
Due to constructability reviews – there was no time to discuss action items this meeting.
These topics will be discussed at the next meeting in September.
a.) Standard Specification 2-09.3(3)B Excavation
Jim Cuthbertson could not attend today’s meeting. He is taking over for Mark
Frye on this action item.
The goal of this topic is to provide criteria to eliminate the need for engineered
drawings for excavations over 4’ in depth.
Action Item: Brian to keep this on the agenda for the next meeting.
b.) Dewatering foundations/use of foundation seals
As a reminder - this topic is specific to section 6-02.3(6) Placing Concrete:
When a foundation excavation contains water, the Contractor shall pump it dry
before placing concrete. If this is impossible, an underwater concrete seal shall
be placed that complies with Section 6-02.3(6)B.
Kelly asked what constitutes an “impossible” dewatering situation. With large
enough pumps, anything could be possible. Instead, this should be based on what
is practical or reasonable. Situations with large amounts of groundwater should
have been designed with a dewatering system or seal in the first place.
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Kelly stated that he and Patrick have agreed on language that suggests a seal shall
be placed if the Contractor cannot dewater the area with a typical trash pump
(such as a 3’ pump). The team agreed this should work.
Action Item: Kelly/Patrick will work on draft spec change to share with the team
next meeting.
c.) Girder Stress Checks for Bridge Girders during Diaphragm and Bridge Deck
Placement 6-02.3(17)F5
WSDOT Bridge office is evaluating designs and possible including assumptions
and stress checks on the bridge plan sheets.
Action Item: Brian will discuss further with the Bridge Office and propose a spec
change to require assumptions be listed on the plan sheets. This item will be
discussed again at the next meeting.
d.) 6-02.9.3(14) Modified Concrete Overlay – checking for bond
Currently there is a General Special Provision in use on recent projects (609.3(14).OPT2.GB6) that states the Contractor is responsible for the cost of removal
and replacement of modified concrete overlay that has not bonded to the existing
bridge deck instead of the Contracting Agency. The Bridge Office has proposed
elevating this GSP to the Standard Specifications.
Concerns were raised in a previous meeting that if the contractor is not permitted to
clean out and remove all unsound concrete for further deck repair, then the contractor
could not control the conditions of the bond and should not be responsible for repair
of subsequent bond failure.
With the new specification requirement to use hydrodemolition for final scarification
of the bridge deck, the risk of an unsuitable substrate affecting bond is expected to be
low. Therefore, the current specification will be revised to place the responsibility of
unbonded overlay onto the Contractor.
Action Item: The spec change will be included in upcoming amendments.

The meeting adjourned at noon.
Next meeting is September 14th, 2018. Coffee: Jeff Firth.

Washington State
Department of Transportation
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Marco Foster prepared meeting minutes.
Topics – Use of non-chloride concrete set accelerators; Steel Cost Adjustments;
1-07.7 load limits and 6-01.6 Load restrictions on Bridges Under Construction;
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Allowing cast-on-site precast work; Statewide PE meeting and Partnering
survey; 6-02.3(4)D Temperature and time for placement feedback; SS 209.3(3)B Excavation; Dewatering foundations/use of foundation seals; SS
6.02.3(17)F5 Girder Stress Checks for Bridge Girders during Diaphragm and
Bridge Deck Placement; 6-09.3(14) Modified Concrete Overlay bond
reassignment of repair expense to Contractor.
1. Welcome/Review of Agenda/Past Meeting Minutes
Brian reviewed the agenda with the Team – no new items were added. Brian asked
for any comments on the May meeting minutes - no edits or corrections were
provided. Introductions were made. Mike Rosa announced he would be assuming the
role of co-lead for the Team, replacing Brian Aldrich. Marco asked Brian if he would
be remaining on the team as a representative of the Bridge office since Jed Bingle has
left WSDOT. Brian did not know at this time.
Action Item: Mike will post the meeting minutes meeting minutes to the web.
2. Use of non-chloride concrete set accelerators
Mike Rosa summarized recent discussions on the use of non-chloride based
accelerators. 6-02.3(3) is being modified to allow non-chloride based accelerators.
This change is the result of recent requests to allow the use of accelerators. Bob H
commented that further guidance in the CM should be adequate for PE to review and
approve the use. There was some open discussion amongst the team. We do not want
accelerators in mass concrete pours – like cross beams or large footings or bridge
decks (where we want to reduce shrinkage cracking). Possibly defining what
structural element we would allow the use of accelerators was discussed (such as
barrier and approach slabs) be added to CM.
Action Item: Mike will make some modifications to the spec and CM to define when
accelerators are or are not acceptable. Mike will bring proposed revisions back to the
team.
3. Steel Cost Adjustments - update
The current specification was reviewed. Under measurement, the fill-in allows the
WSDOT designer to enter an estimated cost for steel. The current default is $0.40/lb.
Mike asked the Contractors if the current base cost is adequate.
There was some open discussion on how the current specification works. The Initial
Cost Basis (ICB) reflects the approximate cost of the steel raw material while the
producer price index is simply an index to determine the percent change in price that
is then applied to the ICB. The Contractors suggested we try to use a more current
ICB value – but the ICB value is dependent on the type of steel being considered
(plate steel vs rebar vs pipe pile, etc…). Mike stated that the Initial Cost Basis is
intended to reflect the raw material costs and not manufacturing costs.
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Currently Contractors are opting out on including the escalation clause and trying to
place steel orders at bid time. Ryan mentioned that some of the smaller subs might
not have the financial means to purchase steel well in advance of the work so it would
be prudent to retain the specification. Some of the Contractors offered to send
references they use to price steel after the meeting.
There was some open discussion on how the current specification could be modified.
It was acknowledged that this is a complicated issue. Mike mentioned we might
change the instructions to eliminate the minimum 200 working day requirement and
simply determine the need for the spec based on the quantity of steel on the project.
It was suggested that short duration projects most likely would not need the spec – so
retaining the requirement to use on projects over 200 days should remain.
Bob thought Idaho has an approach whereby the Owner and Contractor can negotiate
if there are large fluctuations in the market. This approach has problems.
Action Item: Mike will go back and review the index and current cost for different
types of steel.
4. Standard Specification 1-07.7 & 6-01.6 load restrictions
Mike reviewed proposed changes to those areas in the spec book that govern load
restrictions. Ryan expressed some concern on new language that requires submittals
to store materials and equipment on the bridge.
Some questioned the need for the change. Mike informed the group that with our
aging infrastructure and bridges getting older, the existing 35% over legal load limits
may not be allowable/acceptable going into the future. There was some open
discussion on how bridges are currently rated and posted. The Contractors stated that
breaking down large loads comes at a high cost and they strongly advocate
maintaining the current specification to allow 35% over legal loads.
Mike then reviewed proposed revisions to 6-01.6. The proposed change would delete
the provision allowing a maximum of 33% over the design load, which is difficult to
determine because the bridge may not necessarily have a design vehicular load at a
stage prior to completion. There was discussion on when Type 2E working drawing
are currently required under 6-01.6. The Contractors provided examples of typical
work methods that are currently done without a 2E drawing, which would be required
with the revised spec. Contractors asked if the Contract Plans could include design
loads for the various stages of bridge completion. These notes could be added to the
bridge notes/sequence plans. This would be helpful as the Contractors could sequence
the work more efficiently and this would save money/time.
Action Item: This item will remain on the agenda. Mike will discuss further with the
bridge office.
5. Allowing Cast-On-Site precast concrete work
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Bob Hilmes gave an overview of the proposed standard specification changes that
would support pre-casting structural elements at the project site. The current pre-cast
specifications are currently focused on pre-cast facilities. The proposed changes, as
currently written, affect several locations in the spec book. The team briefly
reviewed some of the details of the proposed specification changes.
All agreed that the current specifications should be revised to allow on site casting of
certain structural elements. There was some open discussion on the proposed
revisions. Quality control was discussed – the Contractors preferred that WSDOT
maintain control of QC as we currently do for cast-in-place concrete.
Action Item: Mike will assume control over comment resolution.
6. Statewide PE Meeting/Partnering Survey
Marco provided information concerning the upcoming Statewide Project Engineers
meeting and a Partnering Survey.
On November 7th – the Statewide PE meeting (which will be held in Chelan,
Washington) will include a Contractor/PE forum. The intent of the forum is to have
roundtable exercises and open discussions to promote better understanding from each
side (Contractor and Owner) on certain topics/issues. Space will be limited to
approximately 35 Contractors – Jerry Vanderwood will be working with WAPA to
coordinate attendance from the Contractors side.
Marco let the team know that a Partnering survey will be forthcoming for those
projects that held a Partnering Workshop last year. The intent of the survey is to
access how the Partnering program is doing and identify opportunities for
improvement. The survey should be out mid-October.

Action Item: N/A
7. 6-02.3(4)D Temperature and Time for Placement – Feedback on Class 4000D
concrete temperatures
Mike Rosa asked for feedback from the Contractors on how the revised temperature
specification is working. April 2018 amendments to the Standard Specifications
allowed up to 80 degrees at the point of placement with approval of the Engineer.
WACA has expressed concern that concrete is still being rejected for exceeding the
80-degree requirement. The Contractors indicated it is tough to meet the
specification but they are making it work. The Contractors would like to see
temperature taken at the truck and at the deck with an acceptable increase contributed
by the pump truck.
Action Item: Mike will take comments back to WACA
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8. Action Items:

a.) Standard Specification 2-09.3(3)B Excavation
Jim Cuthbertson provided a draft specification change that revises submittal
requirements for excavation. The Contractors acknowledged the proposed
revisions are an improvement but there are still requirements that they feel are too
onerous. Brian asked if the Contractors would be willing to propose changes to this
latest proposal. The Contractors would prefer to have more discussion with Jim
Cuthbertson and requested he attend the next meeting.
The goal of this topic is to provide criteria to eliminate the need for engineered
drawings for all excavations under 4’ in depth.
Action Item: Charlie/Ryan will attempt to edit and Marco will request Jim attend
the next AGC meeting.
b.) Dewatering foundations/use of foundation seals
As a reminder - this topic is specific to section 6-02.3(6) Placing Concrete:
When a foundation excavation contains water, the Contractor shall pump it dry
before placing concrete. If this is impossible, an underwater concrete seal shall
be placed that complies with Section 6-02.3(6)B.
Kelly and Patrick reviewed proposed changes to the standard specifications that
define what a reasonable effort to successfully de-water an excavation is. There
was some discussion that if the level of effort to dewater exceeds the 200gpm
threshold – the plans should have a dewatering item or provisions for a seal. The
team liked the proposal – this will move forward.
Action Item: These proposed spec revisions will move forward.
c.) Girder Stress Checks for Bridge Girders during Diaphragm and Bridge Deck
Placement 6-02.3(17)F5
WSDOT Bridge office is evaluating designs and possibility of including
assumptions and stress checks on the bridge plan sheets. Charlie recapped the issue
of checking girder stability for construction loading. He feels strongly that the
Bridge Engineer is in the best position to make assumptions on typical
construction loads to specify maximum loadings and list on the plan. Nobody
from the bridge office could attend today that was taking on this topic. This item
will remain on the agenda.
Action Item: Mike will discuss further with the Bridge Office and propose a BDM
change to require assumptions be listed on the plan sheets or specifications. This
item will be discussed again at the next meeting.
d.) 6-02.9.3(14) Modified Concrete Overlay – checking for bond
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The current specification is revised to place the responsibility of unbonded overlay
onto the Contractor. Mike reviewed proposed changes and asked the team for this if
they had any comment. The Engineer currently has responsibility to determine how
much deck repair is needed, though the final acceptance of the bond in unclear on
who has responsibility of there is a bond failure at the location not repaired at the
direction of the Engineer. WSDOT now requires hydro-demo for removing the old
deck which is minimizing the need for further deck repair.
There was some open discussion on who should be responsible for delamination’s if
not all of the further deck repair was done that might be needed. The Contractors
generally felt that they wanted to Engineer to determine when further deck
preparation was not appropriate to prevent deck blowout and limit deck repair to
optimize preservation risk. The Contractors felt they should not be liable for
debonding if the underlying concrete is not competent and the Engineer directs them
to not repair.
Action Item: Mike will look at revising the proposed changes.
,
The meeting adjourned at noon.
Future meeting dates October 26th, December 14th, January 25th, March 8th, April 19th.
The Contractors assigned coffee duty as follows; Ryan,
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Marco Foster prepared meeting minutes.
Topics – High pH water definitions; Electronic Spec Book update; 24” casing
between girders; Constructability review; Use of non-chloride concrete set
accelerators; Steel Cost Adjustments; 1-07.7 load limits and 6-01.6 Load
restrictions on Bridges Under Construction; Allowing cast-on-site precast work;
SS 2-09.3(3)B Excavation; SS 6.02.3(17)F5 Girder Stress Checks for Bridge
Girders during Diaphragm and Bridge Deck Placement; 6-09.3(14) Modified
Concrete Overlay bond reassignment of repair expense to Contractor.
1. Welcome/Review of Agenda/Past Meeting Minutes
Mike reviewed the agenda with the Team – no new items were added. Mike asked for
any comments on the September meeting minutes - no further edits or corrections
were provided. There were several visitors in attendance this morning so
introductions were made.
Action Item: Mike will post the meeting minutes to the web.
2. New high pH water definitions
Jeannie McCully from the WSDOT Environmental Services Office reviewed new
definitions to define high pH water. This effort started due to confusion related to
different types of high pH water. There have been instances where high pH water
could have been treated and infiltrated on-site but misunderstanding has resulted in
the water being trucked off site for disposal. Jeannie then reviewed proposed
definitions for,
-

pH affected storm water
pH affected non-storm water
concrete wastewater and process wastewater

DOE permits regarding how these different types of high pH water can be managed
on-site are very specific so we need to make sure that Contractor and WSDOT staff
clearly understand requirements. These new definitions will be included as part of the
Standard Specification 8-01 re-write that is currently underway.
Ben asked a specific question with regards to dust control water. If potable water is
used for dust control, it should be allowed to be treated and infiltrated if the volume
of water allows for infiltration. There was some open discussion on past lessons
learned but no opposition/concern about the proposed definitions were put forth by
the team.
Action Item: N/A
3. Electronic Spec Book Update
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WSDOT Specification Engineer, Greg Morehouse, reviewed WSDOT’s current plan
for eliminating printed copies of the Standard Specifications. The 2020 spec book
will not be printed. Electronic versions of the spec book will come in a printable
format and will be available to anyone that needs a copy.
In the future, the spec book will be updated annually (in September) and there will no
longer be amendments to the spec book. The 2020 spec book will be available in
September of 2019. After the 2020 spec book is implemented - identified changes
that need immediate implementation will be incorporated into Contracts as mandatory
GSP’s.
There was some open discussion amongst the team but the consensus was favorable.
Action Item: N/A
4. 24” Diameter casing between Girders
John Olk presented the SR 290 Trent Street Avenue Bridge project. The City of
Spokane has requested a waterline be installed on the new bridge. Specifically, John
wanted feedback on the constructability of the proposed Utility Crossing. The
proposed detail installs a 24” casing between girders that would hold a 14” HDPE
water line. The clearance between the webs of the girders is a little over 27”, so John
was interested to know if the Contractors felt this was constructible. Can the casing
be installed by temporarily storing sections of water line on the girders web prior to
installing all of the utility supports? The consensus was yes - difficult but doable.
The hatch assembly looked constructible as well – but several folks questioned the
need for a box around the valve. The box may help insulate the waterline; however,
the question was asked if it needs to be concrete.
The team was asked if a river crossing should be considered for the waterline crossing
in lieu of hanging on the bridge. The team did not support directional boring or
trenching across the river.
Action Item: N/A

5. Project Constructability Review
Jake Menard from DEA requested the team provide feedback on the constructability
of a new pedestrian facility beneath NE 40th Street in Redmond near the SR 520
interchange. The proposed shared use path would improve bicycle and pedestrian
safety by integrating a shared use path and connecting the Microsoft campus. The
project is at 60% to 90% development with anticipated Ad date of March 2019 (EE
approximately $12M). Anticipate 2 seasons to construct.
Project constraints include;
- numerous utility crossings
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heavily congested location (pedestrian detour and road closures high impact)
10’ vertical clearance in tunnel
Must maintain SR 520 on and off ramps at all times
Must maintain flyer stop operations
Site soil conditions are loose fill over glacial till

Jake then presented two options the Design team has been considering for the
crossing. Option 1 would use soldier piles to construct walls with a precast slab for
the tunnel. Option 2 would consider the use of a precast tunnel (precast box culvert).
Questions to the team;
•
•
•
•
•
•

Feedback on the Extended Closure Duration
To seek input on reasonable construction durations to install the tunnel
Goal is to build tunnel portion with the shortest reasonable duration possible
General constructability input on both structural options
Feedback on how best to work around the utility constraints
Ideas on how to minimize risk to the project

Jake then reviewed specifics of the design. Night closures would be allowed from
10pm to 5am. There is currently one 9 to 14 day extended closure planned with
additional extended weekend closures possible.
There was then some open discussion from the team. The question was asked, can all
the Utilities be moved ahead of time. Answer – many of the Utilities are located on
easement so any cost to relocate would be funded by the project. The estimated cost
to relocate the communication/telephone/fiber optics lines is around $1M per line.
Moving utilities is not a reasonable option.
Jim asked if the glacial till is close to the bottom of the tunnel. There was some
concern expressed on the elevation of the glacial till as it is very hard material and
would be difficult to excavate with small equipment. Answer – the glacial till is
located within the bottom few feet of the tunnel. A question was asked if the ramps
could be temporarily closed – answer - only the outside lane (closest to the trail)
could be closed.
Why is constructing an overhead pedestrian structure not an option? Microsoft did
not endorse using an overhead crossing and there is also not enough funding for that
option. Trail reconstruction would need to be chased a long way on each end of the
tunnel to meet ADA requirements and make the overhead option work. The Project
does not eliminate the surface crossing, but is intended to reduce the number of
crossings by encouraging use of the tunnel.
There was discussion and comment provided that sheet piles for temporary shoring
would not work well. By not being able to use sheet piles – temporary shoring for the
precast option was not preferred. Soils nails might be an option for temporary
shoring; however, the loose fill could make this difficult too. Laying back the slope
on the east side in not an option due to the requirement to keel the ramps open during
the closure of 40th St.
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The consensus was that the precast option would not be preferred. You might as well
make structural shoring a part of the permanent project/work. Additionally, precast
tunnel segments would be difficult to install from the ends and slide into position to
avoid existing utility lines.
Coordination with structural shoring and existing utilities would be also be difficult.
Physical location of utilities would need to be completed prior to installation of piles.
The was some discussion and agreement that a 14 day continuous closure, working
24/7 would be adequate to install piles, pour cap beam, install precast lids and provide
a paved roadway surface. A comment was made that it might help if the cap beam
could be offset from the piling. This might allow for cap beam work and lagging
work to be concurrent and completed during night/weekend closures prior to the full
continuous closure. Conflicts between the cap beam and utilities was discussed along
with concrete cure times. Blocking outs in the cap beam and pouring around utilities
would be necessary.
Weekend closures might be a good option for installing piling in advance of the
extended 14-day closure for excavation and lid construction. There was some open
discussion on how the false ceiling would be constructed and installed. Precast
concrete ceiling panels would be heavy – having a lighter weight material would be
preferred, however, maintenance cost is a consideration.
Incentives and Liquidated Damages (LD) were discussed. Jake was asking the group
what a reasonable incentive would be to gain interest in the project and threw out
$10,000 per day. The contractor’s representatives did not think that was enough, but
were not willing to specify an amount. LD’s on closures and the numerous utilities in
conflict with the work are the highest risk areas. Access on both ends of the tunnel is
also very tight +/- 20 feet width on the trail.
14 day extended closure – with extended weekend closure are preferred. Shotcrete
walls would be a good option. The ceiling design will be looked at further, to make
sure it is easy to install after the slabs are installed. ADA features were briefly
discussed.
Action Item: Meeting minutes to be sent to DEA
6. Action Items:
a). Use of non-chloride concrete set accelerators
As a follow up to the last meeting, Mike Rosa provided an updated proposed
specification changes to 6-02.3(3) to allow non-chloride based accelerators for
specific applications. We do not want accelerators in mass concrete pours – like
cross beams, large footings, or bridge decks (where we want to reduce shrinkage
cracking). The proposed changes define what structural element we would allow the
use of accelerators (such as barrier and approach slabs). Updated language will also
be added to Construction Manual to insure WSDOT staff understand restrictions.
There were no negative comments received from the team so Mike will move the
proposed changes forward.
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Scott did request WSDOT look at reducing wet cure requirements in situations where
accelerators are needed for rapid set.
Action Item: Modifications to the spec will be adopted.
b.) Steel Cost Adjustments - update
Bill provided additional cost information for Mike to consider. However, Mike had
not had a chance to review the material and is not prepared today to provide an update
to the team. This item will stay on the agenda for the next meeting.
Action Item: Mike will go back and review the index and current cost for different
types of steel and report back.
c.) Standard Specification 1-07.7 & 6-01.6 load restrictions
Based on feedback received at that last meeting, Mike revised proposed changes to
those areas in the spec book that govern load restrictions. As discussed at the last
meeting, the existing 35% over legal load limits is no longer allowable/acceptable due
to our aging bridges/infrastructure. Mike then reviewed revisions to 1-07.7. The new
language provides a table that list allowable load before a Type 2E submittal would
be required. There was some open discussion about the limits in the proposed table.
Charlie suggested a bunk of plywood would result in a load of approximately 140 lbs.
/sf. The new proposed table of allowable loads may prohibit this load. Mike
appreciated the feedback and will consider revisions to the table.
Mike then reviewed the revised proposed revisions to 6-01.6. The proposed change
would delete the maximum 33% over design load and the Contractor would be
required to provide a Type 2E drawing to demonstrate acceptable loads for anything
over 10 lbs./sf. The 10 lbs./sf is simply a place holder and he asked the Contractors
what they felt was a reasonable/permissible load. The Contractors suggested 100 lbs.
/sf is more reasonable. Loads that exceed this weight would require additional
information in the form of a Type 2E submittal. Mike would look at construction
loads like bunks of lumber used for forming diaphragms and deck and compare to
typical design loads during construction to revise this number.
If the Project Engineer has any concerns about Contractor loading – the specification
would support the PE requesting additional information from the Contractors to
verify the equipment or material loading.
Mike mentioned that the Geotech office has requested additional spec language to
monitor equipment loads near the edge of retaining walls. Proposed language would
limit loads to 250 lbs. /sf. There was some open discussion on how this would work
since legal loads may already exceed this loading. Mike then reviewed charts
showing axel loadings. There was some open discussion about different scenarios for
loading. It was recognized that a concrete truck next to a wall would be a typical
scenario and allowing legal vehicles should be included.
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It is important to note that the limits in these proposed spec changes can still be
exceeded, however the Contractor’s would need to submit engineering submittal to
validate it is acceptable.
Mike would like to get revisions included in the January amendments so any
comments need to be submitted ASAP. We have one more meeting (December 14th)
to finalize these changes.
Action Item: This item will remain on the agenda. Mike will discuss further with the
bridge office.
d.) Allowing Cast-On-Site precast concrete work
No further progress has been made on this item since last meeting.
Action Item: This topic will remain on the agenda for the next meeting.

e.) Standard Specification 2-09.3(3)B Excavation
Charlie recapped why this topic was originally put forth to the team. The goal is to
eliminate the need to submit an engineered submittal for very simple
excavations/situations that do not require Engineering. Jim summarized the
challenges with defining/describing when a decision by a competent person is or is
not required. Jim suggested that the determination that no engineered submittal is
required is in itself an engineering determination.
Ryan suggested there should be simple/obvious scenarios where we can all agree a
submittal is not required.
There was discussion on identifying different scenarios on when an engineered
drawing is really needed. The problem from WSDOT perspective is that there are so
many variables that it is difficult to define circumstances when a competent person
would not be needed prior to an excavation. The spec, as written today, has been in
existence for many years. However, with the specification being enforced more
routinely now – the Contractors would really like to make some progress on this
topic. It was agreed that a smaller, more focused group work on this.
Action Item: This topic will remain on the agenda for further discussion.
f.) Girder Stress Checks for Bridge Girders during Diaphragm and Bridge
Deck Placement 6-02.3(17)F5
The WSDOT Bridge office could not attend the meeting today so this topic will be
deferred to the next meeting.
Action Item: This item will be discussed again at the next meeting.
g.) 6-02.9.3(14) Modified Concrete Overlay – checking for bond
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Mike did not provide any updates on this specification.
Action Item: This topic will remain on the agenda for further discussion.

The meeting adjourned at noon.
Future meeting dates December 14th, January 25th, March 8th, April 19th.
The Contractors assigned coffee duty as follows; Ryan,
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Marco Foster prepared meeting minutes.
Topics – Precast Culvert Installation Construction/Fabrication Issues; Minimum
radius limitations on CIP Barrier; Future Topics for 2019; Use of non-chloride
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concrete set accelerators; Steel Cost Adjustments; 1-07.7 load limits and 6-01.6
Load restrictions on Bridges Under Construction; Allowing cast-on-site precast
work; SS 2-09.3(3)B Excavation; SS 6.02.3(17)F5 Girder Stress Checks for
Bridge Girders during Diaphragm and Bridge Deck Placement; 6-09.3(14)
Modified Concrete Overlay bond reassignment of repair expense to Contractor.
1. Welcome/Review of Agenda/Past Meeting Minutes
Mike reviewed the agenda with the Team – no new items were added. Mike asked for
any comments on the October meeting minutes – there was some contact information
that needed updating - no further edits or corrections were provided. Charlie
announced he will be leaving Atkinson and this will be his last meeting. Stuart Moore
will be replacing Charlie on the team representing Atkinson Construction. Ryan
Olson did not make the meeting today so the absence of coffee hindered
participation/discussion by some of the team.
Action Item: Mike will post the October meeting minutes meeting minutes to the
web.
2. Precast Culvert Installation Construction/Fabrication Issues
This topic is a carry-over from previous meetings. WSDOT has routinely had trouble
with fit-up of precast culverts during installation. As a result – members of the precast industry and the Bridge office met earlier this month to discuss lessons learned at
the Annual WSDOT / Precast and Bridge/Box Culvert Industries. Corey Frazer from
Concrete Pipe NW was present this morning to discuss some challenges that were
discussed at the meeting concerning large pre-cast culvert fabrication and
installations.
Corey reviewed their quality checklist concerning pipe fabrication.
- Manufacture’s quality checks
- Dimensional tolerance checks
- Fit test for fish passage projects over 20’
Tongue and groove is a common detail used by WSDOT bridge design to try to assist
with fit-up during installation as well as provide seismic resiliency compared to
grouted connections. The goal of the tongue and groove design is that the subsequent
section can be set on top of the previous section and avoid the need to mechanically
push or pull segments together. This has been marginally effective but slight missalignment of precast sections can still result in point loading and spalling. Installing
rubber gaskets horizontally between segments may help reduce the need to pull
sections together. Propagation of fit up issues is a common problem.
Scott asked how well the picking eyes are managed (QC’d) during fabrication as he
had experience with protruding picking eyes inhibiting fit up.
Cory spoke about what some other states are doing. One solution offered is to hand
shovel material away from tongue area to avoid materials from migrating into the gap
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when sections are pulled together. Another solution is to use sand in the connection
areas for the same reason. The fine material is less likely to bind up/prevent sections
from being pulled together.
There was some open discussion about offset joints. Bob H suggested that culverts
are designed to be built and fit up on the level, as it is much more difficult to build
them on a slope and drag them into place. Building on a grade is more likely to
generate point loading at the joints.
New detail for gasket between the joints should help reduce point loading. There was
some open discussion on how the top and bottom are formed and poured - match cast.
Cory stated the tolerance on the steel forms is small and should support good fit-up.
Action Item: Mike Rosa will send out Corey’s presentation to the group.
3. Minimum radius limitations for CIP barrier
Marco asked the group for feedback on this topic. The Design Office is currently
evaluating standard plan C 80.10.01 for cast in place barrier. The Design office
recently asked the Construction Office what limitation might exist when constructing
CIP barrier on a radius. Contractors stated that they could build barrier to almost any
radius, as forms can be custom built. Slip form is limited by the equipment
capabilities but could construct barrier on a small radius. Stuart had experience with
slip forming on small radius and it is difficult to keep minimum cover over the steel
reinforcement.
Action Item: N/A
4. Future Topics for the AGC Structures Team
Mike reminded the team that the annual AGC meeting will be held on January 8th at
the Emerald Queen Casino. During the meeting – each of the AGC sub-committees
will be reporting out on 2018 accomplishments and 2019 goals. Mike asked the team
for new topics for the upcoming year. Ideas put forth were;
-

Further Deck Prep
ABC and fish passage
End diaphragm details and open joint forming
Bid item for temporary work submittal
Can the AGC Structures team support the DB committee.
Contract Time
Geometric tolerances for geo-synthetic walls.
Permanent shotcrete walls continued.

Action Item: N/A
5. Action Items:
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a). Use of non-chloride concrete set accelerators
As a follow up to the last meeting, Mike did bring this topic to WACA and they did
not have any concerns with using accelerators. Scott asked the question about curing
– if we are accelerating concrete cure could we lower wet curing requirements. Bob H
suggested the use of accelerators might also be a good tool for cold weather
concreting. Higher heat of hydration and shorter cure period. Mike agreed it might
be effective during cold weather but suggested the opposite would be true for warm
weather concreting.
Scott did request WSDOT look at reducing wet cure requirements in situations where
accelerators are used for rapid set. Mike agreed to take the request for shorting wet
cure back to the bridge office.
Action Item: Mike will update the team on proposed wet cure reduction.
b.) Steel Cost Adjustments - update
Mike reviewed the current formula for calculating steel cost adjustments and
provided some graphs for cost over time for various types of steel. This research
evaluating price fluctuations based on steel size and type support our Initial Cost
Basis (ICB) of $ 0.40/ lbs.
Dave Z. asked if any of the team members are opting in to include the escalation
clause at bid time. Currently none of the team members are opting in. There was
some open discussion of risk and the current specification. The team generally
agreed the current market conditions are stable and there is not a need to opt in now.
However, having a well-vetted escalation clause ready, should market conditions
change, would be prudent.
The Contractors generally agreed that a separate IBC should be used for different
shapes and grades of steel.
Action Item: Mike will continue to review exiting steel base material prices for
different types and shapes of steel and report back.
c.) Standard Specification 1-07.7 & 6-01.6 load restrictions
Based on feedback received at that last meeting, Mike reviewed proposed changes to
1-07.7 in the spec book that govern load restrictions. These changes will not be in the
January Amendments, but now targeting the April Amendments. 6-01.6 will be
revised later.
As discussed at the last meeting, the existing 35% over legal load limits is no longer
allowable/acceptable due to our aging bridges/infrastructure.
This has been an ongoing discussion, so Mike developed a presentation to highlight
why WSDOT is interested in updating load restriction specifications. The original
specification was written in 1977. Since then, the number of poor condition and fair
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condition bridges have grown significantly since the specification was originally
written. More than 2/3 of WSDOT bridge inventory is over 40 years old. In addition,
the bridge office has revised how we load rate our bridges based on current practices
and Federal requirements. The method used for load rating the majority of bridges
uses an operating live load factor of 1.3. This load factor provides an upper bound of
currently legal vehicles on the highways. To allow a 35% increase over the legal load
was is not acceptable.
There was some questions asked about Material Loading on a bridge vs truck loading.
Contractors provided several examples of common situation that would exceed
allowable loading as proposed by the spec change. For example – the Contractors
suggested an eco-pan 2 feet full would most likely exceed the proposed restriction.
Eco-pan, ecology blocks, rebar laydown, lumber bunks – are all point loads that need
to be addressed. Concrete trucks might also be an issue – for example – when you
pour new barrier. You have a slip form machine with a concrete truck next to it.
Would this require a Type 3E submittal? Mike agreed these examples of point loads
need further consideration, but every example cannot be covered by the spec.
Contractors expressed concern that the new spec would result in Inspectors wanting
numerous engineered submittal.
Mike then reviewed loads above existing retaining walls. It was noted that
construction loads on walls being constructed are not governed – this spec revision
only pertains to existing/completed walls.
If the Project Engineer has any concerns about Contractor loading – the specification
would support the PE requesting additional information from the Contractors.
Mike conceded this revision is not ready to be included in the January and there will
be further discussion. Point loading needs to be addressed.
Action Item: This item will remain on the agenda. Mike will discuss further with the
bridge office.
d.) Allowing Cast-On-Site precast concrete work
No further progress has been made on this item since last meeting. Bob H and Mike
are leaning towards creating a new section in the spec book to address on site precast.
Action Item: This topic will remain on the agenda for the next meeting.

e.) Standard Specification 2-09.3(3)B Excavation
This topic has been a long-standing agenda item. Subsequent to a smaller working
group meeting, Jim Cuthbertson has proposed revisions to the specification to reduce
the number of engineered submittals required for open pit structural excavations.
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For excavations less than 4’ – no submittals would be required unless the PE requests
one.
Between 4’ and 20’, the Contractor would be required to follow the WAC. Most
excavations would simply require a Type 2 drawing but under certain conditions, a
Type 2E would still be required. Over 20’ a Type 2E submittal would be required.
Jim also developed a draft GSP that requires a Type 2E submittal for excavations in
specific locations where WSDOT has determined an engineered analysis is needed.
Jim had concerns that local agencies would use the GSP for all contracts without
giving thought or discretion to its use.
Since this draft of the proposed changes were just released – the team was asked to
review and provide comment in writing. Charlie suggested the proposed changes are
an improvement over the current specification. Jim guarded that these proposed
changes are also still under review in the WSDOT Geotechnical office.
Action Item: This topic will remain on the agenda for further discussion.
f.) Girder Stress Checks for Bridge Girders during Diaphragm and Bridge
Deck Placement 6-02.3(17)F5
The WSDOT Bridge office could not attend the meeting today so this topic will be
deferred to the next meeting.
Action Item: This item will be discussed again at the next meeting.
g.) 6-02.9.3(14) Modified Concrete Overlay – checking for bond
The risk of allowing the Contractor to determine when Further Deck Preparation was
necessary was discussed. There are concerns that this could be abused under Force
Account payment. A walk through with the Project Engineer is still required to
identify those areas. The use of hydro-demolition equipment would also lessen the
risk of chasing issued further into the deck.
Action Item: This item will be discussed internally at WSDOT and discussed at the
next meeting.

The meeting adjourned at noon.
Future meeting dates:
January 25 th (coffee assigned to Doug Watt)
March 8th,
April 19th.

